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Abstract— Use of remote and virtual laboratories is a common
practice in applied engineering degrees, especially in the field of
control engineering or electronic engineering. However, the
conceptual model in the learning of distributed computing
concepts is based on the use of software tools for the generation of
distributed computing elements in systems without actual
physical representation. It seems reasonable that students could
have the perception that the software components have real value
applied to real physical systems. In order to achieve this objective,
for the course "Distributed Applications" in the Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) degree in UNED, learning
activities have been defined to use a modular development
framework that enables distributed execution of software
components. These components are structured around the
concept of experiment, which encompasses and controls their
execution in a distributed/remote way. In this article, it is shown
how this development framework for experimenting is structured
and how is applied on the course.
Index Terms—Distance Learning, Engineering Computing,
Laboratories, Remote Experimentation
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I. INTRODUCTION

ABORATORY experiments play and will certainly play an
important role in control engineering education [1], [2].
One vital aspect of control engineering education is the
laboratory and practical work necessary to give engineering
students a taste of real situations, measurement and
instrumentation, with all the related problems [3]. The idea is
for the students to be able to perform real experiments, in real
time, on real equipment, but over the Internet. The use of
remote labs for supporting and integrating the activity of a
control engineering course is in fact a widely discussed issue
[4].
Following the same criteria and applying it to students in
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other categories of engineering like computer science, the
development of software components must provide a real
perception of use to students. The final objective is provide a
real testing scenario for developed components and gets a
reality sensation in the production of software components and
its applications. So, if the learning objective (distributed
components development) is combined with a real application
scenario (based on “real” systems) then the students could get
a better understanding in the enforcement and using distributed
software components.
To achieve this objective, it is necessary to get appropriate
software tools which allow the adding of these components
and control them using an execution model in a distributed
way. To do these tasks, a development framework for
experimenting called RELATED (REmote LABoratory
Extended) [5], [6] is used for the development of components.
These components will be running on the RELATED facilities
using the “experiment” paradigm, so any developed
entities/components will be run as part of the experiment.
RELATED allows the use of remote components distributed
on several laboratories. For example, a s tudent can develop
his/her own components as part of his/her own laboratory, and
define experiments which use other components in other
laboratories.
Using this approach is relatively easy for lecturers to define
components representing “real systems” and let to students use
them [7]. In this paper, an experience of this approach is
shown. The experience was carried out in a subject called
“Distributed Applications”, which is part of the ICT Degree of
Spanish University for Distance Education (UNED) [8]. First,
the experimenting development framework is shown, detailing
the development of components. The detailed components are
the same as students have to implement, so in the next section
it will be presented how these components are combined with
remote components in order to carry out the practical
experience. Finally, conclusions about the practical experience
are shown.
II. DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK FOR EXPERIMENTATION
FUNDAMENTALS

RELATED is a framework focused in the development of
remote/virtual laboratories based in the concept of component
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and using the MVC (Model-View-Controller) paradigm. A
laboratory can be defined as a s et of components which are
part of the laboratory. The components can be categorized as
model components (M in MVC paradigm) or view components
(V in MVC paradigm). The model components are called
“modules” and they will be executed by the RLAB server
controller (C in MVC paradigm). The view components will
be executed by the RLAB client controller in the user/student
computer. Both of them, RLAB server/client controllers, are
Java based applications so they can be executed on operating
systems with Java support.
In order to select which components will be used in a
practical experience, a new component called “experiment” is
defined. The experiment declares which components will be
part of the practical experience. As the definition of an
experiment is declarative, a XML based language will be used.
This language is called LEDML (Laboratory Experimentation
Description Markup Language) and, basically, declares all
components of the laboratory (including model and view
components and experiments). In figure 1, the relationship
between components and laboratory is shown.

1) Init(): It returns a Boolean value according to module
initialization. It can be used to get information from
module or initialize some module behavior.
2) Start(): It marks the starting of module execution. Useful
to start module operations (like starting communication
threads with real equipment)
3) Run(): It will be called in every experiment sample. It can
be used to update module information.
4) Pause(): Used to pause modules that work with
simulations.
5) Resume(): Used to resume modules that run simulations.
6) Stop(): It marks the stopping of module execution.
7) Exit(): Used to free resources in the local code
implementations.
8) GetVarValue(var): Used to retrieve the value of a variable
in the module local implementation. This method allows
the signal values to be obtained in real time. It is used
internally by RLAB controller to update module
information.
9) SetVarValue(var, value): Used to change the value of a
variable in the module local implementation. Also, it is
used internally by RLAB controller to update module
information.
Once the module has been implemented (following the
given guidelines), it is mandatory to declare its XML
fragment. This XML fragment will be part of the laboratory
specification. For example, in figure 2, the XML definition
corresponding to a signal generator module is presented.

Fig. 1. Laboratory components from RELATED’s point of view.

So, an RLAB (Remote LABoratory) system it defined using
a formal specification based on LEDML. As this specification
is written in XML, all components have an associated XML
fragment defining its properties. Using this approach, it is
possible to reuse “XML fragments” to include the components
in other laboratories in an easy way.
A. Modules
As it was mentioned before, the model components are
called “modules”. These modules, which are run-able entities
(Java coded), are running by the RELATED server controller
facilities in order to get/set data from/to the equipment, and
this data will be sent over Internet to the RELATED client
controller.
In order to provide a s tandardized interface for controlling
module execution, the module implementation must offer a
predetermined set of methods (implementing the
IRLABModule java interface). This aspect is very significant
since it enables the modules to be reused to elaborate other
RLAB Systems (local or remote). The most important methods
of the module interface are:

<module name="SG MODULE">Signal generator module for SINE,
SQUARE and TRIANGLE modes
<var name="amplitude" type="double" initial="1" max="10"
min="0" units="N/A">Signal amplitude</var>
<var name="frequency" type="double" initial="1" max="100"
min="0" units="Hz">Signa frequency (Hz)</var>
<var name="type" type="string" initial="SINE" max="1"
min="0" units="N/A">Signal type</var>
<var name="output" type="double" initial="0" max="10"
min="-10" units="N/A">Generator Signal output</var>
<implementation type="JAVA"
jarfile="../examples/signal_generator/code/SimpleGeneratorModule.jar"
classname="es.uned.scc.rlab.modules.sample.SimpleGenerator.SimpleGeneratorModule">
</implementation>
</module>
Fig. 2. XML module definition.

As it c an be seen in figure 2, the module is represented by
its variables and implementation (jar file containing java
classes and class name implementing the IRLABModule
interface). With this representation, the component can be
included in any laboratory specification.
For this practical case, the signal generator produces three
types of signals: triangle, sine and square waves. This, the
generated signal has an amplitude and a frequency as basic
properties. These three values are defined as “variables” with
its associated types (string and double). Also, module expose
the generated output as another variable called “output”
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module.
B. Views
A view defines a GUI form composed of graphical
components and multimedia capabilities (video, animation,
sound). These components allow users to view and manipulate
the remote data defined in an RLAB System. A view is
implemented like a module, i.e., with a standardized interface
(IRLABView Java interface), but different methods are
needed. These are:
1) Show(): It presents the GUI form to the user.
2) Hide(): Used to hide the GUI form and run the finalization
tasks.
3) ReceiveData(vars): Used to update the graphical
components of the GUI form.
4) SendData(vars): Used to send data changes in variables
associated to the view.
As before, in order to include as a co mponent in the
laboratory, it is mandatory to write the corresponding XML
definition (as it shown in figure 3). In figure 4, the GUI aspect
for the developed view component is shown.

C. Experiments
Experiments define the subset of components used in the
practical experience, so it does not have implementation
issues. It is only a declarative component. The key idea is
declaring modules and views used in the experiment, using the
<run> and <open> tags in its declaration (like it is shown in
figure 5).
RELATED provides some useful services like painting
variables in trend graphics or the capability to provide internal
editors for some type of variables. These capabilities are
declared in the experiment definition using the <paint> tag
(trend graphics) and <interactives> tag (edition). For every
<paint> tag defined in an experiment, one tab is build
automatically on the left/bottom part of the experiment panel.
It is possible to group some modules variables in one tab,
assigning a list of variables names in the “names” attribute of
the <paint> tag. In the same way, a t ab is created on the
right/bottom part of the experimentation panel for the
<interactives> tag (one by module). In figure 6, the
experimentation panel running the <experiment> defined in
figure 5 is shown.

<view name="SIGNAL_GENERATOR_GLGVIEW"
jarfile="../examples/signal_generator_gui/code/SignalGeneratorGLGView.jar"
classname="es.uned.scc.rlab.views.signalgenerator.SignalGView"
helperUrls="../examples/signal_generator_gui/code/GlgCE.jar,../examples/signal_generator_
gui/code/GlgGraphLayout.jar">
Show virtual view
<use name="amplitude" module="SG MODULE"
as="amplitude"/>
<use name="frequency" module="SG MODULE"
as="frequency"/>
<use name="type" module="SG MODULE" as="type"/>
</view>

<experiment
name="Generate
signals"
sampleTime="10"
logging="no" description=”Test”>
<duration type="User" />
<run module="SG MODULE">
<interactives names="amplitude, frequency, type"
show="true,true,true"/>
<paint names="output" colors="black"/>
<paint names="time" colors="blue"/>
</run>
<open view="SIGNAL_GENERATOR_GLGVIEW"/>
</experiment>

Fig. 3. XML view definition.

Fig. 5. XML experiment definition.

Fig. 4. GUI associated to developed view.

One important aspect in the use of views component is the
feature to associate modules variables to views. To do that, the
<use> tag can be used in the view specification. For example,
to use the variable “amplitude” from the before module
specification (SG MODULE), it has to be declared as a <use>
tag, indicating the internal name used in the view (property as
of the <use> tag). The RLAB controller will do the
corresponding assignment in the ReceiveData() method,
setting the “amplitude” variable of view with the data from

Fig. 6. RELATED services for trend graphics and interactives variables.

III. PREPARING THE REMOTE MODULES COMPONENTS
As it mentioned before, the students have to develop their
own components as detailed in the previous section (in fact, a
similar procedure with the same functionality). But, in order to
carry out the practical experience, students need a previous
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developed set of remote modules to be included in their labs.
These remote components (modules) must correspond with a
“real” system, so an on-site didactical equipment called
MAGLEV (MAGnetic LEVitation system) [9] is used (see
figure 7 (a)). The MAGLEV system (Quanser [10]) provides a
magnetic field in order to get an air steel ball levitating. The
MAGLEV can be described by three distinct sections encased
in a rectangular enclosure. First, the upper section contains an
electromagnet, made of a s olenoid coil with a steel core.
Second, the middle section consists of an inside chamber
where the magnetic ball suspension actually takes place. One
of the electromagnet poles faces the top of a black post upon
which a one-inch steel ball rests. The ball elevation from the
top of the post is measured using a photo-sensitive sensor
embedded in the post. The post is designed in such a way that
when the ball rests on top of it, the air gap between the ball’s
top hemisphere and the electromagnet pole face is 14 mm. The
post also provides repeatable initial conditions for control
system performance evaluation. Finally, the bottom section of
the MAGLEV apparatus houses the system’s conditioning
circuitry needed, for example, by the light intensity position
sensor. Also, both offset and gain potentiometers of the ball
position sensor are readily available for proper calibration. A
current sense resistor is also included in the design in order to
provide for coil current measurement if necessary.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. MAGLEV system: real (a) and virtual view (b).

The MAGLEV system provides two experiments to be
carried out: coil current control and ball position control. Both
are based on the assumption that students will run these
experiments in the same “location” as the equipment is laid.
For this, QUANSER provides a software called QUARC
which allows to students the interaction with the MAGLEV
system using Matlab/Simulink [11]. In a first step, a Simulink
model is built to access to the MAGLEV system. Then, this
model is used to generate a p seudo-real time program (in
Windows OS) which runs in a specific QUANSER USB card
(Q2). Finally the model is uploaded in the USB card and
executed from this card. From the point of view of an on-site

experience it is very simple to carry out the experiments, but
from a “remote lab” perspective some modifications must be
done in order to get a real remote lab.

Fig. 8. Real video streaming from MAGLEV system.

The MAGLEV system, as it was mentioned before, allows
two types of control experiences, so in this case two modules
for the laboratory must be defined:
a) PI_MODULE: Coil current control experience which
has several variables: current command set point, measured
values from the MAGLEV (voltage, coil current, ball
position, and measured current set point, in order to check
current command set point changes), PI controller
parameters (named Kc_p and Kp_i) and a boolean value to
use a built-in osccilator included in the module. This
module will allow changing current command set point,
Kc_p, Kc_i and oscillator values.
b) PIV_MODULE: Ball position control experience. For
this experience, a f eed forward controller on the position
ball is applied and the coil current PI control is also used
(in order to stabilize the internal loop for current).Variables
associated to this module are similar to the PI_MODULE,
but also include the controller parameters for the
feedforward controller: Kff_b, Kp_b, Ki_b and Kv_b. Of
course, a set point on the ball position variable is included
but is an offset of the air gap defined for the ball position
(the air gap is 9 mm).
One auxiliar module associated to the video streaming
(VIDEO SERVER module) is used. This module allows to get
a real time image of the MAGLEV system.
In order to get a m ore detailed view of the remote
MAGLEV system, two views components are defined: one to
represent the MAGLEV system (MAGLEV Virtual View,
shown in figure 7 (b)) and another to view a real time image of
steel ball (ImageViewer, see figure 8). This last view
(combined with the video server module) is used in other
laboratories, demostrating the reusabilty principle of
RELATED.
Finally, a set of experiments have been defined using these
last modules and views:
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a) Current control. T his experiment represents the coil
current control experiences and its definition include
the use of the PI_MODULE, the VIDEO SERVER
module and the two views (ImageViewer and
MAGLEV Virtual View).
b) Ball position. Ball position controlled experience. In
this case, the modules which are used are the
PIV_MODULE and the VIDEO SERVER module.
The views are the same included in the Currrent
control experiment
c) Ball position (generator). It is similar to the above
experiment, but also include another module in order
to use a signal generator for the ball position.
These experiments are part of the MAGLEV laboratory, but
they haven’t been used in the practical experience in this case.
IV. BUILDING REMOTE EXPERIMENTATION WITH REMOTE
COMPONENTS

Once the students have developed their own components
and tested them in their laboratories (see section II), they have
two components ready to be included: one module for signal
generator
(SG
MODULE)
and
av
iew
(SIGNAL_GENERATOR_GLGVIEW). In order to use the
MAGLEV remote components, students define a new
experiment called “Levitation position tracking” including the
running/viewing of their components and declaring the running
of the remote component (module PIV_MODULE). The
experiment definition is show in figure 9.
<experiment name="Levitation position tracking"
sampleTime="100" logging="no">
Position of ball tracking by signal generator
<duration type="time" time="300"/>
<run module="PIV_MODULE" type="remote"
source="//62.204.199.218:1099/32D05B1F3681B5C8424001467B8649CD">
<interactives
names="Kff_b,Kp_b,Ki_b,Kv_b,Kp_c,Ki_c,SP_OffsetPosition"
show="true,true,true,true,true,true,false"/>
<paint names="position,position_sp" colors="black,red"/>
<paint names="current" colors="blue"/>
<paint names="SP_OffsetPosition" colors="red"/>
</run>
<run module="SG MODULE">
<interactives names="amplitude,frequency,wave"
show="true,true,true"/>
<paint names="output" colors="black"/>
<out name="output"
source="//62.204.199.218:1099/32D05B1F3681B5C8424001467B8649CD"
module="PIV_MODULE" var="SP_OffsetPosition"/>
</run>
<run module="VIDEO SERVER module">
<interactives names="command,recs,file_chunk,error"
show="false,false,false,false"/>
</run>
<open view="SIGNAL_GENERATOR_GLGVIEW"/>
<open view="ImageViewer" />
<open view="MAGLEVVirtualView" />
</experiment>
Fig. 9. XML experiment including remote modules components.

As it’s shown in figure 9 (in red), to declare the running of

the PIV_MODULE component, the attribute “type” must be
set to “remote” and the location of remote laboratory is also
set by using the “source” attribute (this information is provided
to students). This information is the only needed in order to
have a remote component included in an experiment
declaration. RELATED takes care of remote execution of the
remote component.
The next step in the experiment’s declaration consists in the
specification of variable’s connection between modules. In the
same way, students can use a declarative connection using the
<in> and <out> tags inside a running module. For this
practical experience the student’s signal generator component
is generating a r eference signal for the ball’s height in the
MAGLEV system, so students have to connect the output
variable of their module component (signal value) to the set
point defined in the PIV_MODULE component (this module
has a variable named “SP_OffsetPosition” which is an offset
value added to the reference value for ball’s height, 9 mm). In
figure 9, this connection (in green) is shown. The <out> tag is
defined in the running “SG MODULE”, so the attribute
“name” must be associated with a m odule variable from this
component. Then, the rest of attributes must be declared using
the “source” attribute (remote location of remote module), the
“module” attribute (name of the remote module) and “var”
attribute (remote variable declared in the remote module).
Finally, students can define what views will be presented
during the experiment (<open> tag) and services presented in
the experimentation panel (graphics and interactives
variables). The experimentation panel is shown in figure 10,
showing the evolution of defined experiment including the
remote components.

Fig. 10. XML experiment including remote modules components.

V. STUDENTS OPINION
Once the practical experience with remote components is
over, students must fill out a survey to get
development/services satisfaction information. This survey is
mandatory and has 20 qu estions, classified in 5 main areas.
The survey was performed by 45 s tudents out of 151
enrollment students. Due to the university’s regulations,
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students can deliver the practical homework in two dates
(February 2013 a nd September 2013), so only the first date
surveys are included in this paper.
From surveys’ results for the subject being evaluated, some
conclusions about the most valued aspects by students can be
detailed:
- The overall satisfaction is 3.7. It is close to the value 4
(questions are rated from 1 to 5), so it can be said that the
general approach of using remote components is properly
valued.
- In general, the rating assigned to the questions in the
section on Quality / R eliability of the software is the
highest (4.2). This means that the development tool of
components for remote labs / virtual has not raised
conceptual problems in its development. This can be
explained by the modular approach used in the definition
RELATED development framework, which is based on
the paradigm of Model-View-Controller.
- The questions in the last section, corresponding to the
adequacy to the academic curriculum, have an acceptable
score (3.8). Regarding with this, it can be concluded that
the use of the development tool for virtual/remote
laboratories and distributed components can be used on
learning scenarios for computer science grades.
- The degree of satisfaction with the experience with
virtual/remote labs (first section, questions about overall
satisfaction) is quite high (4.1). From these data, it can be
supposed that the students have welcomed the use of such
laboratories in the subject.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Remote experimentation, traditionally applied on control
engineering education, has many advantages associated to the
supervision/control of real equipment. This feature is applied
on another different field, computer science and distributed
applications scenarios, with success. The concept of modular
component development, to be used in a distributed way, is
applied to let the students get a real perception of component
usability in real scenarios. To do this, the use of appropriate
tools is decisive in order to allow the incorporation of modular
components. In this case, RELATED provides these features.
Given the survey’s results, it can be said that the ratings of
the tool are very positive and implementations using a real
laboratory allow students to have a realistic perception of the
usefulness of the developed components. To achieve this,
RELATED modular character has contributed in a decisive
way, making possible the building of virtual/remote
laboratories and reusing developed components to students.
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